An abstract de nition of bisimulation is presented. It enables a uniform de nition of bisimulation across a range of di erent models for parallel computation presented as categories. As examples, transition systems, synchronisation trees, transition systems with independence (an abstraction from Petri nets) and labelled event structures are considered. On transition systems the abstract de nition readily specialises to Milner's strong bisimulation. On event structures it explains and leads to a revision of history-preserving bisimulation of Rabinovitch and Traktenbrot, Goltz and van Glabeek. A tie-up with open maps in a (pre)topos, as they appear in the work of Joyal and Moerdijk, brings to light a promising new model, presheaves on categories of pomsets, into which the usual category of labelled event structures embeds fully and faithfully. As an indication of its promise, this new presheaf model has \re nement" operators, though further work is required to justify their appropriateness and understand their relation to previous attempts. The general approach yields a logic, generalising Hennessy-Milner logic, which is characteristic for the generalised notion of bisimulation.
Introduction
There are confusingly many models for concurrency and all too many equivalences on them. To an extent their presentation as categories of models has helped explain and unify the apparent di erences. But hitherto this category-theoretic approach has lacked any convincing way to adjoin abstract equivalences to these categories of models. This paper reports on an attempt: bisimulation between processes is expressed through the presence of a span of open maps between them.
The open maps are de ned abstractly as being those morphisms which satisfy a path-lifting property. Intuitively a path represents a computation or history of a process. For the interleaving models of synchronisation trees and transition systems a computation path is naturally identi ed with a sequence of consecutive transitions starting at the initial state. For the noninterleaving (or independence) model of event structures a computation path is reasonably taken to be a slight generalisation of this to a partial order of events, and as the events are labelled, this amounts to a pomset 9]. The morphisms described, say f : X ! Y , quite naturally have the feature that they preserve behaviour in the sense of sending computation paths of X to computation paths of Y . Roughly, open maps are required to satisfy the additional property that they preserve labels and, whenever a path of X can be extended via f in Y , then that extension can be matched by an extension of the path in X. As a rst measure of success, this approach yields a uniform way to understand strong bisimulation on transition systems and history-preserving bisimulation on labelled event structures. This is only part of the story. The approach yields a notion of bisimulation on a relatively new model of transition systems with independence. Also, the concept of bisimulation induced on labelled event structures is not quite that originally proposed in 10] and 3] but, interestingly, a slight strengthening of the original de nition. A logic of path assertions is exhibited| it can be viewed as a generalisation of Hennessy-Milner logic. Again it is general and applies to many di erent models, where it is a characteristic logic for the associated notion of bisimulation.
The concept of open map appears in work of Joyal and Moerdijk (cf. 4]) where a concept of a subcategory of open maps of a (pre)topos is de ned. The link with these ideas is made via embedding categories of synchronisation trees and labelled event structures in toposes of presheaves over categories of paths, chosen appropriately; in the case of synchronisation trees paths are simply nite branches while for labelled event structures they are nite pomsets. The embeddings are full and faithful and so give a way to generalize the established models to particular presheaf models. One advantage of the presheaf models is the automatic appearance of useful operations as Kan extensions. Another is the possibility of using the general axioms of Joyal and Moerdijk for open maps (and thus bisimulation).
1 Models
Transition systems
Transition systems are a frequently used model of parallel processes. They consist of a set of states, with an initial state, together with transitions between states which are labelled to specify the kind of events they represent. Morphisms on transition systems represent a form of partial simulation; they preserve the initial state, and preserve or collapse transitions. The intention behind the de nition of morphism is that the e ect of a transition with label a in T 0 leads to inaction in T 1 precisely when (a) is unde ned.
Transition systems with morphisms form a category T in which the composition of two morphisms f = ( ; ) : T 0 ! T 1 and g = ( 0 ; 0 ) : T 1 ! T 2 is g f = ( 0 ; 0 ) : T 0 ! T 2 and the identity morphism for a transition system T has the form (1 S ; 1 L ) where 1 S is the identity function on states and 1 L is the identity function on the labelling set of T.
(Here composition on the left of a pair is that of total functions while that on the right is of partial functions.)
Synchronisation trees
In his early, foundational work on CCS 6], Milner introduced synchronisation trees as a model of parallel processes and explained the meaning of the language of CCS in terms of operations on them.
De nition: A synchronisation tree is a transition system (S; i; L; tran) where every state is reachable, if s a 1 ! an ! s, for a string of labels a 1 ; : : :; a n , then the string is empty (i.e. the transition system is acyclic), and Regarded in this way, we obtain a category S of synchronisation trees as a full subcategory of transition systems. The familiar operation of unfolding a transition system to a synchronisation tree appears as a right adjoint to the inclusion functor S , ! T.
Note that strings can be regarded as those special synchronisation trees consisting of a single branch.
Transition systems with independence
Transition systems with independence are precisely what their name suggests, viz. transition systems of the kind used to model languages like CCS and CSP but with an additional relation expressing when one transition is independent of another. They are closely related to Petri nets.
De nition: A transition system with independence is de ned to be a structure (S; i; L; tran; I) where (S; i; L; tran) is a transition system and the independence relation I tran 2 is an irre exive, symmetric relation, such that (1) (s; a; s 1 ) (s; a; s 2 ) ) s 1 = s 2 (2) (s; a; s 1 )I(s 1 ; b; u) ) 9s 2 : (s; a; s 1 )I(s; b; s 2 ) & (s; b; s 2 )I(s 2 ; a; u) ( 3) (i) (s; a; s 1 ) (s 2 ; a; u)I(w; b; w 0 ) ) (s; a; s 1 )I(w; b; w 0 )
(ii) (w; b; w 0 )I(s; a; s 1 ) (s 2 ; a; u) ) (w; b; w 0 )I(s 2 ; a; u) where the relation between transitions is de ned by (s; a; s 1 ) (s 2 ; a; u) , 9b: (s; a; s 1 shows two consecutively independent transition between a common pair of states| such a square of transitions in a transition system with independence need not be an independence square because the two rst transitions need not be independent of each other.
As morphisms on transition systems with independence we take morphisms on the underlying transition systems which preserve independence, i. Composition is inherited from that in T. We write TI for the category of transition systems with independence.
Event structures
Transition systems with independence unfold to event structures, which capture the signi cant possible event occurrences of a process, the consistency of event occurrences with each other, and how the occurrence of an event causally depends on the previous occurrence of others.
De nition: De ne a (labelled) event structure to be a structure (E; ; Con; l) consisting of a set E, of events which are partially ordered by , the causal dependency relation, a consistency relation Con consisting of nite subsets of events, and a labelling function l : E ! L, which satisfy fe 0 j e 0 eg is nite; feg 2 Con; Y X 2 Con ) Y 2 Con; X 2 Con & e e 0 2 X ) X feg 2 Con; for all events e; e 0 and their subsets X; Y .
We say two events e; e 0 2 E are concurrent, and write e co e 0 , i (e 6 e 0 & e 0 6 e & fe; e 0 g 2 Con):
The niteness assumption restricts attention to discrete processes where an event occurrence depends only on nitely many previous occurrences. The remaining axioms express properties of the consistency relation to be thought of as asserting which nite subsets of events can occur together in a computation. For instance, the nal condition says a consistent set can be closed downwards with respect to causal dependency and remain consistent.
To understand the \dynamics" of an event structure (E; ; Con; l) we show how an event structure determines a transition system with independence (S; i; L; tran; I): Guided by our interpretation we can formulate a notion of computation state of an event structure, traditionally called a con guration. Taking a computation state of a process to be represented by the set x of events which have occurred in the computation, we expect that e 0 2 x & e e 0 ) e 2 x |if an event has occurred then all events on which it causally depends have occurred too|and also that 8X fin x: X 2 Con |the computation is consistent. We take S to consist of nite con gurations of events, with ; being the initial state. If the labelling function has the form l : E ! L, we take L as the labelling set of the transition system with independence.
Its typical transitions have the form (x; a; x 0 ) where x; x 0 are states such that 9e 2 E: l(e) = a & e = 2 x & x 0 = x feg:
Independence on transitions is inherited from the concurrency relation on events:
write (x; a; x 0 )I(y; b; y 0 ) i the unique events e 1 ; e 2 , such that e 1 2 x 0 n x & e 2 2 y 0 n y, are concurrent, i.e. e 1 co e 2 .
Event structures inherit morphisms from their identi cation with special kinds of transition systems with independence. Alternatively, here is a direct de nition: A morphism of event structures consists of ( ; ) : E ! E 0 ;
where E = (E; ; Con; l); E 0 = (E 0 ; 0 ; Con 0 ; l 0 ) are event structures, : E * E 0 is a partial function on events, : L * L 0 is a partial function on labelling sets such that (i) l 0 = l, (ii) If x is a con guration of E, then x is a con guration of E 0 and if for e 1 ; e 2 2 x their images are both de ned with (e 1 ) = (e 2 ), then e 1 = e 2 . Let E be the category of event structures with morphisms, as above, composed componentwise. Note that Pratt's pomsets can be identi ed with special kinds of event structures, those without any con ict, precisely those event structures (E; ; Con; l) in which Con consists of all nite subsets of events E. On pomsets, event-structure morphisms amount to \partial-injective" functions on events|condition (ii) above, which respect a relabelling function|condition (i), and taking downwards-closed sets to downwards-closed sets with respect to .
Relating the models
The four models are related by core ections (i.e. adjunctions in which the units are natural isomorphisms)|see 14]:
The left adjoints, drawn above, embed one model in another; those in a left-toright direction are essentially inclusions with unfoldings as right adjoints. Synchronisation trees are simply special kinds of transition systems; the right adjoint of the inclusion st : S , ! T is given on objects as the familiar operation of unfolding a transition system to a tree. When introducing event structures in Section 1.4 we showed how they determined transition systems with independence and inherited morphisms from the category TI; this gives the left adjoint eti from E to TI; its right adjoint is described in detail in 14] , and sketched at the end of this section.
1
A transition system can be regarded as a transition system with independence, one in which the independence relation is empty, yielding the functor tti, while the functor se speci es how a synchronisation tree determines an event structure|one in which events are arcs of the tree and causal dependency and consistency relations are got from the tree's branches. Important constructions in giving semantics of process languages like Milner's CCS, Hoare's CSP, and OCCAM appear as universal constructions so the limit/colimit preservation properties of adjoints can be exploited in showing how semantics is respected in moving between models. When specifying a functor of one of the core ections above we adopt a convention; for example, the left adjoint from E to TI is named eti while its right adjoint is tie. It is a consequence of the core ection between E and TI that the left adjoint tie is full and faithful, and that E is equivalent as a category to that full subcategory of TI with objects those transition systems with independence at which the counit " T : eti tie(T) ! T is an isomorphism. (We shall sometimes nd it useful to confuse event structures with the transition systems with independence corresponding to them.) Some contructions make use of the evident functors projecting objects down to their labelling sets and taking morphisms to their e ect as partial functions between labelling sets. For example a morphism ( ; ) : T 0 ! T 1 of transition systems projects to the partial function : L 0 * L 1 between their labelling sets. With respect to this functor p, a bre p ?1 (L), over a set L, is that subcategory with objects those with common labelling set L and morphisms those whose image under p is 1 L , the identity on L. We will write the bre of transition systems over a labelling set L as T L , and follow a similar convention for the other categories.
The well-known operations of restriction and relabelling appear as cartesian and cocartesian liftings. In fact, both the projection functors from transition systems and synchronisation trees to labelling sets form bi brations. While the projection function from event structures does have all cocartesian liftings, the projections are not bi brations in the cases of event structures and transition systems with independence. As will be seen (cf. Section 4), it is possible to enlarge our understanding of event structure to recover a bi bration, associated with operations of interest, as well as new re nement operations. The core ections are brewise in the sense that they restrict to adjunctions between bres over a common labelling set|the components of the unit and counit lie in the bres. The four models have a central position in the theory of concurrency. They straddle an important divide in the treatment of parallelism. Models like transition systems and synchronisation trees are so-called \interleaving models"; they simulate parallelism by nondeterministic interleaving of atomic actions. In contrast event structures and transition systems with independence portray parallelism explicitly as a form of independence. The extra structure of independence can be important in, for example, certain liveness arguments. Petri nets are not dealt with explicitly here, chie y because they are not as abstract (do not abstract away from the detailed representation) as the other models, and our present concern is that of abstract equivalence between models of processes. Two models here are however strongly related to Petri nets. Event structures are in core ection with the category of labelled nets (see 13] ). While by extending transition systems with independence to labelled asynchronous transition systems, which can have more than one transition with the same label between the same pair of states, we can obtain an adjunction with Petri nets|it cuts down to a core ection on a rich subcategory of labelled asynchronous transition systems. As a consequence of these results, a semantics of CCS (or a language like it) in terms of Petri nets and one in terms of transition systems with independence \unfold" to the same event structure semantics (see 14]), and consequently to equivalent semantics with respect to the equivalences investigated here.
The right adjoint to the function eti : E ! TI is described in 14]; there it is shown how a transition system with independence corresponds to a special kind of labelled asynchronous transition system, how this determines a Mazurkiewicz trace language, which in turn gives rise to an event structure. Here we sketch a more direct, equivalent construction. It unfolds a transition system with independence T to a transition system with independence U(T) corresponding to an event structure; more precisely U(T) lies r r r r r 9 9 The equivalence is the least equivalence relation with this property. The states of U(T) are its equivalence classes. We de ne there to be a transition u b ! v in U(T) between equivalence classes i there is a run in v extending a run in u by a b-transition of T. Two transitions in U(T) are taken to be independent if they arise in this way from independent transitions of T. The construction U(T) is a transition system with independence.
There is a \folding" morphism " : U(T) ! T in TI L got by taking any equivalence class to the nal state of (any of) its runs. To within isomorphism, " is the component of the counit of the core ection between E and TI. The operation U extends to functor, naturally isomorphic to eti tie; for a morphism f : T ! T 0 the action of U(f) on states of U(T) is induced by f's action on runs.
Path-lifting morphisms
Informally, a computation path should represent a particular run or history of a process. For transition systems or synchronisation trees, a computation path is reasonably taken to be a sequence of transitions. Let's suppose the sequence is nite. For a labelling set L, de ne the category of branches Bran L to be the full subcategory of transition systems, with labelling set L, with objects those nite synchronisation trees with at most one maximal branch. A computation path in a transition system T, with labelling set L, can then be represented by a morphism p : P ! T in T L from an object P of Bran L . How should we represent a computation path of a transition system with independence or an event structure? To take into account the explicit concurrency exhibited by an event structure, it is reasonable to represent a computation path as a morphism from a partial order of labelled events, that is from a pomset. De ne the category of pomsets Pom L , with respect to a labelling set L, to be the full subcategory of E L whose objects consist exclusively of nite pomsets. A computation path in an event structure E, with labelling set L, is a morphism p : P ! E in E L from an object P of Pom L . Because event structures and so pomsets embed in transition systems with independence TI, via the core ection E ! TI, the idea extends: a computation path in a transition system with independence T, with labelling set L, is represented by a morphism p : P ! T in TI L from the image P of an object of Pom L under the core ection. In future, when discussing transition systems with independence, we will deliberately confuse pomsets with their image in TI under the embedding. More precisely, assume a category of models M (this can be a bre in any of the categories of models we are considering) and a choice of path category, a subcategory P , ! M consisting of path objects (these could be branches, or pomsets) together with morphisms expressing how they can be extended. De ne a path in an object X of M to be a morphism p : P ! X;
in M, where P is an object in P. Let us return to the general set-up, assuming a path category P in a category of models M. Say two objects X 1 ; X 2 of M are P-bisimilar i there is a span of P-open morphisms f 1 ; f 2 :
For the interleaving models of transition systems and synchronisation trees with path category P taken to be branches, P-bisimulation coincides with Milner's strong bisimulation: f r n n n n n n n n n n n n n n 7 7 There is an inclusion morphism from T, de ned above, to the ( bre) product T 1 L T 2 in TI L . Consequently T satis es Axioms (1) and (3) required of a transition system with independence|they are inherited from the product. Axiom (2) remains to be checked; but it follows simply from the associated properties in the components. The projections 1 : T ! T 1 ; 2 : T ! T 2 determine a pullback, essentially because it is based on pullback in the category of sets:
We conclude this section with some useful general facts about how open morphisms are preserved and re ected by functors, especially as part of a core ection. 
(ii) The components of the counit of the adjunction " X :
Proof: (i) By Proposition 5, this is a direct consequence of the functor M , ! N being full and faithful, itself a consequence of the core ection. Thus f is open. 2 
Characterisations
We have already seen (Lemma 1, Theorem 2) that for the well-known model of transition systems, the general de nition of P-open morphism and P-bisimilarity coincide with familiar notions; in particular, we recover the equivalence of strong bisimilarity central to Milner's work. Here we explore how the general de nitions specialise to the models of event structures and transition systems with independence. we can rst deduce that r preserves consecutive independence: Two consecutive independent transitions t; t 0 of Q have as image under r two consecutive transitions of E; the two consecutive transitions of E go under g to the two consecutive independent transitions got as the image under q of t; t 0 |recall q is a morphism in TI L , which must therefore preserve independence; now, because g re ects consecutive independence the two consecutive transitions of E must be independent. This shows r preserves consecutive independence. A similar argument, shows that r preserves independence squares. We can represent the images under q; r and g of an original independence square in Q by: Because q is a is morphism in TI L it sends the independence square A in Q to an independence square B in E 0 . By the commutativity q = g r, the independence square A is sent by r to a square of transitions C in E, where we have the consecutive independence indicated in C because r preserves consecutive independence. Because E is got from an event structure, the consecutive independence in C must be due to two concurrent events, which forces C to be an independence square. Because Q is a got from a pomset, it inherits the property of event structures that two transitions are independent if they are -related to independent transitions in an independence square. As the relation itself is obtained from independence squares, and r preserves such squares, this entails that r preserves independent transitions in general. Hence r is a morphism in TI L and we have the required path lifting property in TI L ; the two \triangles" commute in:
The morphism g is thus open. 2
In the case of event structures taking the path category P to be pomsets yields a reasonable strengthening of a previously studied equivalence, that of historypreserving bisimulation. Its de nition depends on the simple but important remark, that a con guration of an event structure can be regarded as a pomset, with causal dependency relation and labelling got by restricting that of the event structure. In more detail, assume E = (E; ; Con;`)
is an event structure. If x is a con guration of E it determines a pomset, viz (x; \(x x); Fin(x);` x : x ! L); which we will also call x; here Fin(x) consists of all nite subsets of x which coincides with the restriction of Con to subsets of x because con gurations are consistent.
De nition: (Rabinovitch-Traktenbrot 10], van Glabeek-Goltz 3])
A history-preserving bisimulation between two event structures E 1 ; E 2 consists of a set H of triples (x 1 ; f; x 2 ) where x 1 is a con guration of E 1 ; x 2 a con guration of E 2 and f is a isomorphism between them (regarded as pomsets), such that E; E 0 . Let x be a con guration of E. Regarding x as a pomset, there is a morphism in E L induced by inclusion x , ! E:
A property of morphisms of event structures is that the set image fx is a conguration of E 0 and that f is 1-1 when restricted to x. (See the de nition in Section 1.4). Again, identifying the con guration fx of E 0 with the pomset got by restricting E 0 , we obtain the commuting square Proof: Take x 0 to be the con guration of E which is the image of y under r. As fx 0 = y, by Proposition 8, we obtain the isomorphism of pomsets f x 0 : x 0 = y extending f x . This shows the remainder (ii), required for H to be a strong history-preserving bisimulation.
Hence f : E ! E 0 being open in E L implies E; E 0 are strong history-preserving bisimilar. \if:" Suppose E 1 = (E 1 ; 1 ; Con 1 ;`l); E 2 = (E 2 ; 2 ; Con 2 ;`2) are event structures related by a strong history-preserving bisimulation H. We rst observe that H can itself be regarded as a transition system with independence, T = (S; i; L; tran; I). (In fact, it is one arising, to within isomorphism, from an event structure). As states take S = f j 9x 1 for (e 1 ; e 2 ). We take two transitions ( ; a; 0 ) and ('; b; ' 0 ) to be independent, setting ( ; a; 0 ) I ('; b; ' 0 ); i their associated pairs of events (e 1 ; e 2 ) = ev( ; a; 0 ) and (e 0 From the proof of Proposition 7 we can see that the relation of strong historypreserving bisimulation is quite robust. It might be thought that strong historypreserving bisimulation, presented as Pom L -bisimilarity, is a ected by restricting the category Pom L to a smaller class of objects. However, no matter how much the objects in the path category Pom L are restricted, provided they include all pomsets of the \stick" and \lollipop" forms in the proof of Proposition 7, then the relation of bisimulation that results will coincide with strong historypreserving bisimulation: By the \only if" part of the proof, an open morphism with respect to such a smaller class of pomsets will be \zig-zag" and re ect consecutive independence; hence the notion of open map, and so bisimulation, is una ected by restricting to a smaller class of pomsets. For the subcategory Pom L to be dense in E L , we require that every event structure E in E L is the colimit of pomsets. More precisely, we require that the cocone, given by the following constructions, is colimiting:
Let D be the category consisting of objects p : P ! E in E L where P is a pomset in Pom L and morphisms from (p : P ! E) to (q : Q ! E) are morphisms m : P ! Q such that commutes, a property required of the mediating morphism. We conclude that the cocone E; p is colimiting, and hence that Pom L , ! E L is dense.
2
There are more objects in the presheaf categories than in the original models.
In the case where path objects are branches, objects of the presheaf category Bran op L ; Set] consist of \synchronisation forests", viz. collections of synchronisation trees. Such a collection may be empty. The embedding has as image all those collections which are singletons. The collections carry a computational intuition similar to that of synchronisation trees|there is no longer simply one initial state. The embeddings, being full, faithful and dense, preserve limits, so products in the larger category of presheaves coincide with the bre product on synchronisation trees, though coproducts will di er, amounting to disjoint union of forests (N(?); N) , obtained from a net N, is naturally isomorphic to E L (?; U(N))|the presheaf which corresponds to the event-structure unfolding of N. But the functor N L ! Pom op L ; Set] also makes sense for general Petri nets, providing an unfolding of them into presheaves, even when N is not a left adjoint. For example, consider the particular presheaf which assigns a singleton set to each nite pomset over a single label a, and ; elsewhere; this does not correspond to any event structure but can be represented by a Petri net consisting of a single event, with no pre or post conditions, labelled by a|this Petri-net event can occur with arbitrary multiplicity. The presence of such extra objects in presheaves makes an important contribution. It allows the de nition of operations which would not otherwise be de ned on the smaller category of event structures, a point we shall return to.
The embeddings of Theorem 10 extend the Yoneda embedding of P ! P op ; Set], regarding a path object P as the presheaf P(?;P) = M(?;P) because, in these cases, the subcategory P , ! M is full. Now, if we regard presheaves as the model M 0 and the image of P under the Yoneda embedding as its path category P 0 , we can apply the general de nition of Section 2, to obtain the class of Proof: From P being a full subcategory we have that the canonical functor from M to presheaves coincides with the Yoneda embedding on P. Denseness of P in M ensures the canonical functor is full and faithful. Now we can apply \glues" all the bres of presheaves together to a model into which the entire category of event structures E embeds. Unlike E, this category has all cartesian (and cocartesian) liftings with respect to the projection to labelling sets. Another way to induce functors on pomset categories is to \re ne" labels in L to a nite pomsets over M|if L M this might leave some labels unchanged; this operation extends to a functor : Pom L ! Pom M . The functor ! is a good candidate for the extension of this re nement to presheaves including those corresponding to event structures. A similar method gives a possibly good notion of re nement of labels by event structures (not just nite pomsets). But both of these proposals need work, and in particular examples, to justify their appropriateness. An exactly analogous development goes through for presheaves over Bran L .
What of presheaves as a model of parallel computation? In some ways, from a computer-science viewpoint, they are less concrete and harder to motivate than traditional models like event structures. In another way they give a more direct, positivistic, observation-based representation of processes as coherent collections of possible computation paths.
A path logic
Assume the path category P is a small subcategory of a category M of models. Assume P and M have a common initial object I. In the cases where P is Bran L the initial path object is the empty branch consisting of a single initial state, while for Pom L it is the empty pomset. A logic characteristic for P-bisimulation is arrived at via the concept of a path bisimulation.
De nition: A path bisimulation, with respect to P, between objects X 1 ; X 2 of M is a set R of pairs of paths (p 1 ; p 2 ) with common domain P, so p 1 : P ! X 1 is a path in X 1 and p 2 : P ! X 2 is a path in X 2 , such that (1) Initial paths are related: letting p 1 ; p 2 be the unique paths p 1 : I ! X 1 and p 2 : I ! X 2 from the initial object, (p 1 ; p 2 ) 2 R. We say a path bisimulation is strong if further it satis es (3) If (p 1 ; p 2 ) 2 R, with p 1 : P ! X 1 and p 2 : P ! X 2 and m : P 0 ! P in P, then (p 1 m; p 2 m) 2 R.
We say two objects X 1 ; X 2 are (strong) path bisimilar i there is a (strong) path bisimulation between them.
De ne path assertions by:
A ::= hmiA j hmiA j :A jĵ
where m is a morphism in P, and J is an indexing set, possibly empty and not restricted to being nite. The modality hmi is an \backwards" modality, while hmi is a \forwards" modality, the meaning of which is explained shortly.
For the semantics of path assertions, we specify when a path, typically of the form p : P ! X, for P an object of P and X an object of M, satis es an assertion;
by structural induction on assertions, de ne: (This includes the basis of the induction when the indexing set J is empty, and the empty conjunction stands for true).
We call forwards assertions those built without backwards modalities, so with no subassertion of the form hmiA.
Theorem 14 Let X 1 ; X 2 be objects in M.
(i) X 1 ; X 2 are path bisimilar i the two initial paths I ! X 1 and I ! X 2 satisfy the same forwards path assertions.
(ii) X 1 ; X 2 are strong path bisimilar i the initial paths I ! X 1 and I ! X 2 satisfy the same path assertions.
Proof: (ii) The proof for all path assertions proceeds as in (i), but taking care of (3) in the de nition of strong path bisimulation and \backwards" modalities.
2
We obtain path bisimulations from P-bisimulations: Lemma 15 If X 1 , X 2 are P-bisimilar, then X 1 , X 2 are strong path bisimilar with respect to P. Proof: Assume X 1 ; X 2 are P-bisimilar. Then Now, we ask when the existence of a strong path bisimulation with respect to P implies P-bisimilarity. As we will see it does so for all the models we have considered. But rst we state a general result. For presheaf models the two notions of path bisimilarity with respect to P and P-bisimilarity coincide. As the following proof shows this is because a path bisimulation corresponds via the Yoneda Lemma, to a span of open morphisms in a presheaf model. We conclude this section by showing that the two relations of P-bisimilarity and strong path bisimilarity with respect to P coincide for the speci c models of Section 1. Because in the path category Bran L there is at most one morphism between any two path objects, for transition systems with this choice of path category, strong path bisimilarity is equivalent to path bisimilarity. The relation R inherits the properties required of a (strong) path-relation from those of the (strong) history-preserving bisimulation H. 2 Theorem 19 For transition systems with independence over a labelling set L, with pomsets Pom L as path objects, (i) Pom L -bisimilarity and strong path bisimilarity coincide, and hold of two transition systems with independence precisely when they unfold to event structures which are are strong history-preserving bisimilar, (ii) two transition systems with independence are path bisimilar precisely when they unfold to event structures which are history-preserving bisimilar.
Proof: By combining Lemmas 18 and 15 in the light of Theorem 9.
The logic of path assertions is, of course, characteristic for P-bisimilarity when this coincides with strong path bisimilarity; in particular this holds of the models, with the choice of path objects, in the theorems above.
Concluding remarks
The operations of process algebra arise as universal constructions in the categories of models discussed here (see 14] ). Many of the process-algebra operations (product, sums in rooted presheaves, cartesian liftings in bi bration like that got from presheaves, ) preserve open maps for general reasons and so respect bisimulation by virtue of its abstract de nition. We could wish for a more workable logic characteristic for bisimulation on event structures and transition systems with independence than that of Section 5. The presheaf models seem promising. As remarked, the re nement operation which arises there from Kan extensions should be related to existing de nitions of re nement on event structures for instance. The move to presheaf models means that we can use the abstract axioms satis ed by open maps 4] to establish bisimulations between presheaves. The notion of bisimulation is parameterised by the choice of model, presented as a category, and within that a choice of path objects. Clearly one could vary the choice of path category and explore the subsequent notion of bisimulation.
Here we have restricted attention to nite paths. Generalisations such as that to presheaves (or more likely sheaves) over possibly in nite path objects may be a suitable way to extend the treatment here to cope with phenomena such as fairness.
